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As a performer, Dr. Morgan is 
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Ten Mechanical Considerations 
Guaranteed to Improve  
Drum Set Performance 

 

By Dr. Tom Morgan  
As I adjudicate high school and college jazz festivals and 
conduct drum set clinics I am always struck with how 
often the same kinds of problems keep cropping up.  
Many of these problems have little or nothing to do with 
actual playing (that involves another whole set of 
problems), but rather with the physical set up of the 
drum set itself.  The solutions to these problems are 
really quite simple and do not require years of dedicated 
practice.  I would like to offer ten simple suggestions 
that can improve a drummer’s performance.  They are in 
no particular order of importance: 
 
1. Use a rug.  On a hard wood or linoleum floor, 
the hi hat and bass drum will slide away from the player 
if something is not done to hold them in place.  The 
simplest solution is to set up the drums on a rug.  The 
rug should be relatively thin so the pedals can rest 
securely on the floor.  A rug should be considered 
standard equipment 
 
2. Put the music stand on the left.  This will 
make it possible for the drummer to turn pages with the 
left hand while still playing the ride cymbal with the right 
hand.  Putting the music stand in front of the drum set is 
not a good idea because the drummer has to stand up 
and stop playing to physically deal with the music.  Left 
handed drummers who set their drums up in reverse 
should put their stand on the right. 
 
3. No extreme angles.  The drums and cymbals 
should slant gracefully down toward the player.  Slanting 
drums or cymbals at extreme angles will make it much 
more difficult to move smoothly around the set.  Check 
out pictures of some of the great jazz drummers (Mel 
Lewis is an excellent example) to get ideas. 
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4. Give the ride cymbal priority.  Because the ride cymbal will probably be in 
use 90% of the time, put it in the most comfortable location.  Fit the tom toms around 
the ride cymbal, not the other way around.  When playing a ride pattern, the upper arm 
should be relaxed at the side of the body.  
 
 
5. Experiment with throne height.  The only way to have a relaxed playing 
style is to actually be able to relax while you play.  Relaxed playing begins with proper 
throne height.  Sitting too low can cause back problems as well as restrict the 
movement of the feet.  Sitting too high can make playing rim shots difficult.  Keep 
trying different heights until you find the most comfortable height for you.   
 
6. Position foot pedals for maximum techniques.   Pedals can and should be 
positioned so that playing with the foot flat, with a rocking motion, and with the toe are 
all possible.  Sitting too close or too far will eliminate one or more of the possible 
techniques and limit the drummer.  Try using every possible technique and move the 
pedals so they can all be utilized. 
 
7. Let the tom-toms ring.  Remember, your drums must project and that means 
they must resonate.  Dampening the heads with tape will give you a sound that won’t 
carry past the first row of seats.  Free-ringing tom-toms will project and will also make 
fills and solos sound smoother and more connected. 
 
 
8. Let the cymbals move freely.  The fastest way to crack a cymbal is to crank 
down the wing nut so the cymbal can’t move when it is struck.  Most cymbals sound 
better when they are allowed to vibrate naturally. The plastic sleeve between the stand 
and the cymbal is very important as well.  Allowing the cymbal to rub against the bare 
metal stand will eventually cause an indentation that can lead to cracking.  Plastic 
sleeves can be easily purchased at most music stores. 
 
9. Take the “stuff” out of the bass drum.  If the bass drum is being used in a 
jazz setting, an appropriate tuning would involve a strip of felt under each head.  This 
allows the bass drum to resonate in a controlled manner, and to blend well with the 
longer sounds of the walking bass line.  A completely dead bass drum (with a blanket or 
pillow inside) is the common tuning for rock or funk which corresponds to the more 
staccato electric bass patterns.  Using a dead bass drum sound in the high school jazz 
ensemble doesn’t work if the repertory is primarily in a swing-oriented style such as 
Count Basie or Woody Herman. 
 
10. Select appropriate sticks.  The shape and size of the bead of the stick will 
greatly affect the sound of the cymbal.  In the jazz style, sticks with a more elongated 
bead rather than a round bead generally produce a more appropriate sound, depending 
on the cymbal.  Experiment with different sizes and shapes of sticks to find the most 
musical cymbal sound. 
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